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Measurement Quality Issues in Dyadic Models of Relationships

Interpersonal relationships are an important and integral part of numerous psychological

research agendas. Analytical tools have been created in the last ten years that model dyadic

interactions, but measurement issues have not been considered in conjunction with these models,

and little is known about their empirical performance under sub-optimal measurement quality

conditions. We offer two essential approaches to ascertaining the level of measurement error in

the observed indicators of social ties and relationships. The first approach combines latent class

and social network models in one integrated framework and allows for the simultaneous study of

measurement and dyadic structural issues. The second approach develops a two-staged procedure

that should be accessible to all users. In the first stage, a probability model based on latent class

analysis is estimated which provides an indication of the measurement quality in the data. In the

second stage, traditional social network models are estimated.

To investigate the implications of different levels of measurement error for interpreting the

nature of the network ties and the dyadic parametric performance, we design a monte carlo

experiment. Measurement error is simulated as the likelihood of a binary relational choice being

misaccurately classified, where misdiagnoses can result from poor inter-item agreement (i.e.,

unreliability) or poor inter-rater agreement. The simulation can be used by researchers in

combination with the two-stage approach. The results of the simulation provide guidelines for

situations when social network models can withstand a reasonable degree of sub-optimal

measurement quality and highlight adverse conditions which can significantly affect the

performance of the modeling approach. Further, the simulation shows that sample size assists in

reducing the chances of making Type II errors, but it does not compensate for biases in parameter

estimates in the presence of increasing error.



Finally, the measurement and dyadic analytical methods are applied to a real data set

describing inter-firm relational activity using multiple raters. Recommendations are offered to

guide the researcher in making decisions about research design when using dyadic models.



Measurement Quality Issues in Dyadic Models of Relationships

Interpersonal relationships permeate psychology: researchers study marital interactions in

clinical psychology (Gottman & Levenson, 1992), childhood play patterns in developmental

psychology (Harris, 1995; Kraemer & Jacklin, 1979), coalition formation in social psychology

(Komorita, Parks, & Hulber, 1992), etc. An extensive body of research offers social network

models to analyze such dyadic relations between a set of actors, i.e., individuals or institutions

(e.g., Kenny, 1981; Kenny & LaVoie, 1985; Knoke & Kuklinski, 1982; Scott, 1991; Wasserman

& Faust, 1994).

Researchers use observed indicators to make inferences about different aspects of the

underlying relationship. For example, observed interactions or self-reported friendships among a

group of children are used to infer the amount of reciprocity or differential attractiveness exhibited

by each child. A critical assumption in this research is that the observed indicators are flawless

measures of the true nature of the relationships. However, presumably just as we readily

acknowledge that batteries intended to measure intelligence or attitudes are only imperfect

indicators of their unobservable underlying constructs, so too must we assume that the true nature

of a dyadic relationship is unobservable or latent. That is, observed indicators (e.g., children

playing with one another) are not perfect measures for the relationship or tie (i.e., friendship

between the children).

To guard against erroneous inferences about the nature of the tie or relationship, it is

necessary to understand the nature of measurement error in the observed indicators. Specifically,

it is important to answer the following questions: 1) What is the level of measurement error in the

observed indicators of the social ties or relationships? And 2) What are the implications of

measurement error for interpreting the nature of the network and ties? We will address both of
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these questions with the modeling developments we present in this paper (in Sections II and III,

respectively).

This research offers statistical procedures to ascertain the level of measurement error in

social network data and we empirically demonstrate their use. Further, we study the implications

of different kinds of measurement error in social network data. We conduct a simulation with a

general model so as to provide guidelines to researchers for linking specific levels of measurement

error with properties of the parameters of the social network model.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section I, we review briefly the dyadic interactions

model that has historically been conducted in the absence of measurement error. In Section II, we

describe two approaches to considering measurement issues in dyadic models. First we present a

simultaneous approach and then we offer a two-step procedure. In Section III, we present the

results of the simulation to evaluate the impact of measurement error on the performance of the

dyadic models. Section IV contains an empirical example applying the methods to data on

interfirm relationships, and in Section V, we offer conclusions and general guidelines to

researchers.

1. Dyadic Interaction Models in the Absence of Measurement Error

A relationship is comprised of two actors and their relational connective ties. Actors may

be individuals or groups of individuals (e.g., departments within organizations), etc., and the

content of their relational ties may be "trust," "communication," "respect" and the like.

We label an actor i and the partner j, the tie that actor i sends to j at strength k, and that

returned with strength m. Let us say there are g actors, and for simplicity, the relational ties are

binary: either a tie is sent or not (i.e., k, m equal 1 or 0). The Holland and Leinhardt (1981)

model, extended by Wasserman and lacobucci (1986), is fit to an indicator array of the order

gxgx2x2:
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1 J,, =1 if i relates to j with a tie at strength k, reciprocated with m;

=0 for the i-j dyad V other strengths k' and m' .

We also consider actor j with partner i, so the Y-array is symmetric (Yip. = Yji,k, and we will

adjust the fit statistics appropriately momentarily). The model follows:

P{ Youn =1 } = exp { Xi +19k +0 +ail, +a;,, +$ +A. +pi= }.	 (1)

The X's constrain the probabilities to sum to one for each dyad (i.e., EkEin P{Ya„,} = 1.0 v i,j).

The O's reflect overall strengths of ties sent. The ailc 's reflect each actor's expansiveness (the

tendencies of the actor i to send relational ties at strength k to other actors), and the i3pc 's reflect

each actor's popularity (the propensity for partner j to receive relational ties at strength m).

Finally, p is a parameter that represents the extent to which relational ties are reciprocated. For

example, for binary relations (i.e., k,m=0,1), p is analogous to a phi coefficient for a 2 (k) by 2

(m) table, where each dyad is represented as null (k=m=0), asymmetric (k=0,m=1, or

k=1,m=0), or mutual (k=m=1). All parameters carry analysis of variance-like constraints in that

they sum to zero over every subscript (e.g., E iceilc =rikak =0).1

Fienberg and Wasserman (1981) estimated these parameters by fitting a hierarchical log

linear model that includes all two-way margins; i.e., the I'LL IxK, IxM, JxK, JxM, KxM

interactions and all lower order terms. The parameters typically of most substantive interest

include a, $, and p, and each is tested by fitting nested versions of the model, dropping each

parameter in turn to assess the reduction in fit.'

The model is easily extended to a multivariate or sequential formulation (cf. Iacobucci &

Wasserman, 1988; Wasserman, 1987). If we were to add even just a second relational variable,

lAlternative constraints are also acceptable, as long as only g-1 (the degrees of freedom for a) of the a's are
estimated; e.g., am's may sum to zero over i, k, or all aio=0 with either a„ =0 or Eicrii =O.

2The fit statistic G2, is computed: 62 = 2 Ei <i Ek,„ Yo,,, In (Yijk./iob„). The difference between fit statistics of a
restricted model (which excludes the parameter being tested) and the unrestricted model are calculated. While the
62's do not behave perfectly asymptotically (due to an increasing number of parameter estimates as observations are
added), the AG2's are approximately x2 on g-1 df for a's and O's, 1 df for p.
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k1 , m 1 , and k2, m2 , we would create an array of the order gxgx(2x2) 2 , estimate parameters for

expansiveness, popularity, and reciprocity on both relations, and also higher order effects, such as

pk..t.a which indicates mutual reciprocation on both relations, or pki, which indicates

asymmetric relations on the first tie and mutuality on the second.3

These properties of the dyadic interactions models will suffice for our current research

needs. We now consider measurement error.

II. Approaches to Measuring Data Quality in Dyadic Interaction Models

The quality of measurement has long been an issue in behavioral research. The focus is

usually on the reliability and validity of instruments (e.g., Allen & Yen, 1979; Nunnally, 1978), or

on the agreement between the raters who provide the data (e.g., Cohen, 1960; 1968). For dyadic

relational data, consider the situation where two or more informants are asked whether or not a

particular actor i has ties to a particular partner j. This research question has been of interest to

researchers studying relationships in such varied circumstances as multiple informant data collected

on allianced corporations or different actors' perceptions of their joint network (Anderson and

Narus, 1990; Bernard, Killworth, Kronenfeld, and Sailer, 1984, p.498; Krackhardt, 1987).4

3For reasons of theory and parsimony, researchers may prefer to model a priori classes of actors, e.g., men
versus women, rather than individual actors. To do so, we classify the g actors i and partners j into one of C classes
(i Er, jef , (AT =1,2,...C) and aggregate Y: 	 Eiej. Yip.. Unlike the indicator array, Y, the W-array
contains aggregate frequencies; the number of dyads with actors and partners of types and/ who exchanged
relations at strengths k and m. We estimate parameters for each equivalence class: P{110.=1} = exp Xi*j* +0k+
Bm +ceekk +ai l°. +13i*, -FA*. +pb. }, with analogous parametric interpretations, albeit now regarding tendencies of
subgroups. Modeling classes of respondents for substantive reasons also carries the advantage that fewer parameters
are estimated (i.e., C is usually far fewer than g).

4The concept of inter-rater agreement is important: to what extent do ratings converge. Percentages might be

calculated, e.g., the number of times raters agreed in coding dyad i-j as interacting with strengths k and m, but
percentages have long been criticized for their capitalization on chance, consequently Cohen (1960; 1968) proposed
the now well-known kappa coefficient. However, Cohen's kappa has also been criticized, most notably for correcting
for levels of chance deemed arbitrary (cf., Maxwell, 1977; Uebersax, 1987; Zwick, 1988). Various other indices
have been proposed to measure inter-rater agreement, including generalizations and extensions of kappa (e.g., Fleiss,
1971; Light, 1971; Landis & Koch, 1977), but each of these indices have their own shortcomings (cf., Uebersax,
1988) at least for our focal research question.
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Validity is best determined in the context of theoretical nomological networks (e.g., convergence

with or divergence from other constructs), thus for dyadic relations, we focus on data quality

issues of reliability of measurement and agreement among multiple raters.

Assessments of data quality are important in helping researchers evaluate how much they

may trust their analytical results and expect them to be replicable. Measurement error should be

no less a concern when using dyadic interaction models, but researchers have not yet combined the

modeling approaches.

In this section, we combine the dyadic models with approaches to estimating measurement

error. We do so first in a simultaneous estimation procedure and second in a simpler "two-step"

approach. The former has the advantage of mathematical simplicity and simultaneity. The latter

has the advantage of practical application for any user.

The essence of both of the models is the proposition that there are latent classes of

relational ties measured on the dyads according to their underlying propensities for observed

relational behaviors. For example, for binary relations, there would be two latent classes that we

would try to infer, a zero representing the lack of relation, and a one representing an existing tie.

The conditional probability of observing a tie between actors i and j of strength k reciprocated with

a tie of strength m was given by equation (1). The unconditional probability over the latent classes

for both modeling approaches is:

P(Yipan = 1) = a, Ps{ = 1 (2)

where the a, terms represent population prevalences of the latent classes, and the P, represents the

dyadic probabilities of the relationship structure for each class. In the integrated procedure, these

terms are estimated simultaneously. In the two-step procedure, we present a method for obtaining

the a, terms, and the dyadic probabilities are fit separately using the methods already presented.

The elegance of a model that integrates the measurement and structural components is of

course attractive. However, a major concern is that any user could appeal to the simpler two-step
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approach, and researchers who have already fit models to dyadic data would not need to refit their

data, but rather only obtain one more new estimate, an index of the measurement quality, much

like obtaining coefficient a for survey data. We say more about the comparison between the

methods after we present each.

A. Simultaneous Estimation

In this section, we pursue the integration of the two component models for mathematical

simplicity (cf. Kamakura & Russell, 1989). We proceed with a latent class approach, classifying

dyads according to their underlying propensities for observed relational behaviors. The base model

describing the conditional probability of observing a tie between actors i and j of strength k

reciprocated with a tie of strength m was stated in (1).

We assume the existence of s=1,2,...5 homogeneous latent classes with relative sizes:

s
	 (3)

as = exP(YOIE exP(Ys/),
s'1

where Esas = 1.

We consider four mutually exclusive and exhaustive latent classes to which a dyad might

belong, representing its potential states; i.e., (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), or (1,1). These four dyadic

combinations result from the Cartesian product of two binary states. Each tie is classified in one

of two latent classes, taking on 0 or 1, which allows the resulting dyadic state to be observed in all

relational contingencies. The 0, a, and $ parameters in (1) depend in part on the ties, k and m,

and each takes on two values. The p parameter follows the four dyadic combinations. The dyads

in the four different states will have unique profiles of parameters; e.g., the (0,0) dyads will be

characterized by the vector: {0 0, 00, aio, ajo, gio, $i°, Poo}, the (0,1) dyads by (00, 01, aio, ap, go,

Oil, Poi}, etc.

The probabilities of observing k and m as ties between actors i and j may be expressed in
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terms of latent class level probabilities. With the definition of such dyadic classes, the probability

of actors i and j sending ties k and m conditional on the dyadic ties k belonging to latent class o

and m belonging to latent class n, would be written:

13,,,„{Y43n=1} = exp	 +0,° +0 +aik° +aim° +4° + i3;.° +pkni°° }.	 (4)

From this point, we simplify the notation such that latent class s will represent the four

combinations of o and n; that is, we take Pc„,{4,„=1} = P,{Yijan =1}. We do this to reduce

confusion and to enhance the comparability with the general model (2) and the modeling approach

we discuss next. 5 The unconditional probability would be:

P(Yijan =1) = E, a, P,{4,„„=1},	 (5)

with the likelihood function:

(6)

L= E[ exP(Yd ll P s Oryk,,ME exP(Yis)]-
s-i	 suo.

The dyadic nature of the data we are modeling in this paper may make the latent class

structures appear somewhat more complicated than usual, but certainly the logic is standard and

straightforward. The advantage of the simultaneous equation is the simplicity of the modeling—

requiring one pass at the data to obtain both latent class prevalences and the dyadic probabilities

for each class.

It may be the case however, that the simpler, two-step approach may be more accessible to

the typical dyadic researcher, and therefore perhaps more widely impactful or useful.

Accordingly, we now present an alternative approach.

5The additional superscripts unnecessarily complicate the modeling and are theoretically inelegant. Further, the
four dyadic states have unique parametric profiles, so there should be no confusion.
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B. A Two-Step Approach

We continue with the logic of classes of dyads according to their latent propensities for

observed relational behaviors. In the first step of the two-step approach, we estimate the

measurement quality of the data.

Uebersax (1988) proposed a method that takes advantage of the relationship between inter-

rater agreement (as an assessment of reliability) and measurement validity.' The details of this

approach are presented in Uebersax (1988), so we are brief here. In our application, we would

hope that multiple raters agreed on whether i has ties to j or not (i.e., inter-rater agreement or

reliability), and we would hope their perceptions were accurate reflections of the true state of the

relational tie (i.e., validity).

The Uebersax Probability Model. Uebersax's (1988) methodology for making validity

inferences from inter-observer agreement uses probability models to formulate the underlying

dynamics that occur when raters are asked to classify individuals according to whether or not they

exhibit the characteristics of a certain trait or diagnosis group. For our purposes, we will refer to

whether a relational tie exists or not (e.g., i trusts j so k= 1, or not, k=0). Before we present the

machinery of the model, let us consider its assumptions.

The main assumptions of Uebersax's methods are fairly straightforward: 1) raters are

randomly sampled; 2) there is conditional independence between judgments of different ties; 3)

latent categories are assumed to correspond with the presence or absence of the relation. Whether

these assumptions hold in any given data set is of course a function of those data and the means by

which they were collected. Regarding the first assumption, presumably researchers are limited in

their statements of generalizability if the sample of raters does not represent the purported

6Barron (1977) and Greenland & Kleinbaum (1983) propose similar mechanisms for studying misclassifications.
We thank our anonymous reviewer for bringing these papers to our attention. We continue with Uebersax (1988)
because his methodological approach is more developed, but it is based on similar philosophies as these earlier
papers, and presumably the earlier work could also be pursued.
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population. For example, a developmental psychologist studying a classroom of children playing

may state that the findings apply to all children, but a critique might limit the extensions to

children of like type (e.g., of comparable age, in the same area of the country, with parents of

similar educational and socio-economic bases, etc.). For data describing inter-firm relations,

presumably one middle-level manager reporting on a business affiance is fairly replicable for

another, though admittedly the population of such managers at a given firm is finite and can be

small.

The second assumption is also worthy of contemplation. This approach requires the

conditional independence of raters. If we have, say, two raters from firm i and two raters from

firm j making judgments regarding the strength and properties of the i-j inter-firm alliance, there

may be concern regarding lack of independence among the raters within or between the firms. In

practice, this issue should not typically cause major difficulties: within a firm, both informants are

free to judge the latent tie as existent or not. Similarly, between firms, the raters on sides i and j

need not agree in their perceptions of whether their firms are linked; e.g., all four combinations of

k and m may be observed in relational data [(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), and (1,1)].7

Notation for the model itself follows. The rth rating of a relational tie is denoted ur. A

value of 1 is assigned if the tie is said to exist and a value of 0 is assigned if not. X is a discrete

variable indicating one of the S latent categories to which a relational tie may belong (e.g., S=2).

The probability of the rth rating of a relational tie being positive given that the relational tie is a

7
When this sort of data are analyzed via structural equations, researchers could allow for the raters' error terms

to be correlated, yet this is not done because the possible violation of lack of independence is not thought to be a
threat (cf. Anderson & Narus, 1990). Furthermore, researchers have investigated larger problems of lack of
independence in using the dyadic models (e.g., their application to networks in which an actor appears in multiple
dyads), and the Holland-Leinhardt class of models appear fairly robust (Frank & Strauss, 1986; Strauss & Ikeda,
1990). The possible lack of independence issue in the current paper is far less severe a conceptual problem, hence
presumably the models should be stable to this situation as well. Finally, Uebersax's assumption of independence
between different types of ties may even be interpreted as a multivariate question (e.g., an extant tie of "trust" should
yield no greater or lesser likelihood of a tie of "cooperation"), but all multivariate methods make assumptions of
statistical independence that are separate from the possibility of empirical correlation.
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member of latent category s (where; s=1,...5) is:

P {u,.=1 X=s}=ps.

Classification is exclusive and exhaustive; like the first approach, population prevalences of each

latent category, a„ may vary and they sum to one, Ea, = 1.

Given t randomly selected ratings for a particular relational tie, the probability of exactly v

ratings being positive, given a relational tie belonging to latent class s, is given by:

P { u.=v I X=s ) = (	 -p atv t ) psv (1 v ,
	 (8)

where u. indicates the number of positive ratings for that relational tie. Thus, a random sample of

t ratings for each relational tie are recorded, and these ratings are i.i.d. with probabilities

depending on the latent class of the tie.

The probability of exactly v out of t positive ratings for a randomly selected relational tie,

not contingent upon the latent category, is given by:

(9)
P
	 =v) = (t 2, a, ps (1-p, )r-v

v)

and the likelihood function for multiple informants is:

(10)
L = II P(u.=v)n~

v-o

where the results of N relational ties are represented by the vector no, n1 , ...n„ with nv indicating

the number of relational ties receiving exactly v out of t positive ratings. Iterative maximum

likelihood procedures provide a general method for obtaining estimates of the parameters from a

set of observed data. The computation is facilitated by taking the logarithm of equation (10):
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t	 s
F = En, ln E as ps  (1-ps ):-''

	

v-o	 s.1

For details on estimation, see Uebersax (1988).

Once the p, and a, parameters have been estimated, the percentage of correct classifications

of ratings, P„, is calculated as:

P„ = a1 (1 p1) + a2 /22 •	 (12)

In addition, we evaluate the fit of the model by comparing the observed vector of data (riv 's) to the

expected pattern of data (ev 's), where the latter is derived by multiplying the total number of

relational ties rated (Env) by the value of P {u. =v} given above. A likelihood ratio statistic is

calculated, 2Eiz,ln(n,1 ev), and the result compared to the critical )(2 value with t-2S +1 (i.e., t-3)

degrees of freedom.

The two-step procedure we propose then is this: in step one, researchers would use these

Uebersax methods to obtain the population prevalences (a,) and the estimated proportion of correct

classifications (P„). This index could become as useful for dyadic data as coefficient a is for the

assessment of survey data and personality profiles. Researchers armed with the P„ coefficient

could compare their index and their sample size to our simulation results (reported below) to

evaluate the measurement level of their data, and to project the likely amount of denigration of the

dyadic model parameters.

In a second step, the dyadic model would be fit. While a simultaneous fit may seem more

elegant, this two-step procedure has the advantage of practical simplicity. Furthermore, any

researcher who has already fit a model like (1) to dyadic data need not re-estimate parameters.

Rather, the researcher could still use and report the previously obtained dyadic estimates, but now

there would be available a means for determining the measurement quality of the data and the

likely impact on those estimates.
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In addition, there is vast precedence for the independent assessment of measurement quality

apart from subsequent structural modeling. Researchers studying many phenomena report

coefficient a on the measurement instruments they use, and then proceed to conduct regressions

and analyses of variance, etc., where the measurement error in such structural models is simply

subsumed in the models' lack of fit terms. Structural equations modeling (as per Lisrel or Eqs)

may be the premier exception of the simultaneous estimation of measurement and structural

models.

In sum thus far, both approaches attempt to combine the structural dyadic models with the

measurement models through stating the unconditional probabilities as: P(Y ii.,=1) = E, a,

Ps { Yip.,=1}. For the first approach, the population prevalences (a,) would be obtained along with

the dyadic parameters (P,). For the second approach, the prevalences and P„ would be estimated

using Uebersax's techniques, and the dyadic models' probabilities would be fit separately.

Once we estimate P„, we know the level of error in the data. However, when our

computations yield some value, say P„=.75, we need further information to enable the

interpretation of that data quality level--is .75 good or bad? To this end, we conducted a Monte

Carlo study that we now describe.

III. Monte Carlo Simulation

In this section, we report a simulation study that examines the extent to which the

parameter structure of the dyadic models is robust or denigrated by measurement error. This

analysis should provide a baseline to guide the interpretation of dyadic model application to real

data.

A "true" structure in a given data set can embody strong relational effects (which should

yield large and significant parameter values) or the relational effects may be minimal. Yet

regardless of the true dyadic relation, the quality of the data providing its quantitative
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representation will affect whether the parameter structure is sound. For example, if i trusts j

(k= 1), but the relational tie is so errorful as to be misclassified as k=0, then any parameter

containing the subscript k would be biased away from its true value by this error. In a research

situation where measurement quality is low, the probability of a relational tie being correctly

identified is low, and statistical precision would be compromised (i.e., the identification of

significant parameters would be difficult) and the parameter values may be inaccurate (i.e.,

biased). The converse is true when measurement quality is high.

This investigation looks at three issues of concern with dyadic data. First, we study the

effect of measurement quality on the bias and significance levels of parameter estimates. Second,

we manipulate sample size. Third, we show the results are dependent upon the nature of the

models, specifically whether relational ties are modeled univariately or multivariately. The Monte

Carlo simulation considers each of these three factors.

Experimental Factor 1. In our simulation, measurement quality is operationally defined as

the probability of correct classification, P.. As introduced previously, P. was estimated, whereas

in this simulation, we manipulate it. As P. approaches 1.00, measurement quality improves, and

as it deviates from 1.00, measurement quality deteriorates. As it reaches 0.50, the certainty

associated with the response is at its lowest, with a "50/50" probability of being represented

correctly, essentially randomness. This definition of measurement quality will enable our use of

Uebersax's methods, as we shall demonstrate. Thus, a single probability (P.) is used to represent

measurement quality (i.e., we are not concerned with distinguishing item reliability from inter-rater

agreement at this time).8

When the probability of correct classification P„ falls to 0.50 for a relational tie, we would

8In principle, it seems intuitive that "more data is better." By increasing the number of times a particular dyadic
tie is rated, whether by number of items or by number of raters, the estimate of the true state of the relational tie is
improved through increased reliability.
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expect to see any parameter based on that relational tie to be insignificant, having a value greater

than zero only by chance. Bias in parameters is the extent of deviation of the derived estimates

from the known relational structure. Thus our first specific proposition:

Pl:	 As P. approaches 0.50 for a relational tie (e.g., k) , any parameter based on this
relational tie whether wholly or in part (e.g., cra c, pb.) will tend to zero.

As P. tends toward 0.50, resulting in parameter estimates tending toward 0.00, a null hypothesis

regarding the parameter becomes increasingly plausible. Under the null, the distribution of p-

values is uniform between 0.00 and 1.00, to map the cumulative distribution function of the test

statistic, hence we also predict:

P2: As P. approaches 0.50 for a relational tie (e.g., k) , the significance level (p-value)
associated with any parameter based on this relational tie (e.g., a *, pb,i) will tend
toward a uniform distribution between zero and one, with a resultant expected value
of 0.50.

We also examine two factors that are likely to be important moderators.

Experimental Factor 2. For most statistical methods, sample size affects the precision and

significance of parameter estimates. Varying the number of dyads used in the simulated data sets

will allow for assessment of the benefits attainable through increasing sample size as they relate to

the robustness of the dyadic models.

The lower bound on the number of dyads was chosen to be 30, primarily as a statistical

limit. Multiples of 30 were chosen for the other two levels, 90 and 270, with 270 dyads

considered a reasonable ceiling given the typically smaller scaler of most research aimed at

studying relationships.

P3: As sample size (i.e., the number of dyads) increases, the precision and significance
of parameter estimates will increase rendering the impact of adverse measurement
quality conditions less detrimental.

Increasing sample size is likely to be beneficial from a precision and significance perspective, but

it may be ineffective in preventing bias.

Experimental Factor 3. The third manipulated factor in our simulation is whether we choose
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to fit a univariate relational model to a single dyadic relation (k1 &m 1), or a multi-relational model

to two relations (lcAml and k28r,m2). To the former, we fit the dyadic model (1). To the

multivariate data, we fit the birelational model:

In P{ Yipcimik2m2 = 1 }	 Xij °k1 °m1.	 °m2 ailcl ajml as.2 ajm2 +141+(3;m1

+0 +CI.Jc2	 1m2 Pklm 1 +Pk2m2 AU/a + Am1m2 Oklm2 0m1k2 coklm1k2 wklm1m2 •

The new model terms include the /A 's which represent multiplexity (one actor makes both relational

efforts). The Cs represent exchange (one actor makes contact via the first relational tie, and the

partner responds on the second), and the w's represent reciprocity on the first relational variable

answered with asymmetric activity on the second relational tie.

The first multivariate predictions are simple—as the measurement quality of both relational

variables disintegrate, the probability of correct classification will be more errorful, more quickly

than for a single errorful relational tie. However, the results are also likely to be more subtle and

complex; when measurement quality varies differentially across the relational ties, the asymmetry

in error will affect parameters differently. An increase in measurement error on the relational tie

with the most unequal margin should have a greater effect on the parameter estimate (reminiscent

of the decrease in power in the analysis of variance for unbalanced data). 9 Thus, a moderating

proposition is necessary for multivariate effects:

P4: The rate at which a multivariate parameter tends toward zero will be mediated
differentially by the interaction between measurement quality and the composite
relational ties.

Finally, we note that while this design is logically a factorial--measurement quality crossed with

9For example, assume a true data pattern yielded a K1xM2 margin (the source of O k,.2): K10M20=25,
K10M2,=10, K1,M20 =5, and K1 iM2,=30. To illustrate the potentially differential effect of error associated with the
two relational ties (k, and m2), we calculate the set of K1x.M2 marginals expected under the conditions where:
P.=0.95 for k, and P.=1.00 for m2, compared with P.=0.95 for m2 and Pcs =1.00 for k,. E(K10M20) would equal
0.95x25 +0.05x5 =24 under the first scenario and 0.95x25 +0.05x10 =24.25 under the second. Comparing the
expected marginals to the true marginals, the sum of squared deviations equals 4.00 for the first scenario and 4.25
for the second. Thus, an increase in measurement error for m2 (as opposed to k1) has a greater effect on the data
upon which the multivariate Okina parameters are based, due to the base rates—the difference between M20 (30) and
M2, (40, for a difference of 10) is greater than the difference between K1 0 (35) and Kl, (35, or 0).

(13)
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sample size crossed with uni- or multivariate models, we will treat the univariate and multivariate

modeling as separate modules, because different models are fit. We now describe the procedure

for the simulation modules.

The Univariate Module. The univariate module of this Monte Carlo experiment constitutes

a 3x10 factorial design. The first factor is the number of dyads: 30, 90, or 270. The second

factor is the Probability of correct classification, Pcc , of the relational tie in increments of .05: .50,

.55, ..., .95.

With this design in place, we constructed a true data set (i.e., data without error

perturbation) to serve as the baseline to which these two factors are applied. As long as the same

true comparison data set was used in all 3x10 conditions, the parameter structure remains constant

and is therefore somewhat arbitrary. Our one criterion was that with no measurement quality

degradation (i.e., Pcc =1.00), the data needed to exhibit a strong and significant parameter structure

(in terms of the a's, 'Ts, and p's) so that the nature and extent of deviation can be adequately

observed over the different levels of the measurement quality factor. If we had created a data set

in which the true structure was weak (i.e., even without error, the clean data exhibited only minor

structural patterns), it would presumably provide a less clear picture of the impact of measurement

error.

Table 1 presents the data that comprised the simulated relational ties for the univariate

module. There were 12 dyads that involved relations across classes ( . .0 and f =1 or r=1 and

f =0) that involved asymmetric relation exchange (i.e., k=0, m=1 or k=1, m=0). Within a

subgroup (i*=j*=0 or i*=j*=1), there is some tendency for reciprocal ties (k=m=0 and

k=m=1), while across subgroups, ties demonstrate greater asymmetry. (To produce data sets

with 90 and 270 dyads, the elements of this array were simply multiplied by factors of 3 and 9.)

Beneath the data in Table 1 are the "true" a and p parameters, as estimated using model (1), on
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these noise-free data.' Note that, as would be expected, the parameter structure remains

identical across the sample size conditions but the significance of results increases, demonstrated

by increasing AV's and decreasing p-values.

—Insert Table 1 about here---

The univariate module uses the following protocol. The relational ties that exist in the true

data are manipulated according to the measurement quality factor; P c, sets the probability that a

relational tie will retain its true value rather than being switched to the alternative (and incorrect)

classification (e.g., if Pce =0.80, there is an 80% chance that a given relational tie will retain its

true value, and a 20% chance that it will be switched to the incorrect value via a uniform random

variate generator). The models were then fit, and the parameters and associated significance

statistics estimated. This process was conducted 1000 times for each condition, thus for this 3x10

factorial, 30,000 total trials were executed. Table 2 summarizes the steps of the simulation.'

--Insert Table 2 about here---

The Multivariate Module. The multivariate module of the Monte Carlo comprised a

3x11x11 factorial. The first factor represented the numbers of dyads (30, 90, 270). The next two

factors represented levels of measurement quality on the two relational ties from .50 increasing in

increments of .05 to 1.00.

In the same fashion as the univariate module, a true data set was constructed to serve as a

baseline, and the data, the multivariate parameters (111c11:2, Ok1m2) cokimik2), and their significance tests

are presented in Table 3. Cell sample size is 1000, resulting in the execution of 360,000 total

trials for the multivariate module. We now present the results.

laThe /3's are simply (-1)*a's for these particular data, so we report only one set. In general, this relationship
does not hold. However, they are analogous in relational structure: one margin represents actors and the other
represents the relational tie, so the introduction of noise to an IxK margin should function similarly to a JxK margin.

"The Fortran program is available from the authors.
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—Insert Table 3 about here---

Simulation Results. The effect of the simulation experimental conditions will be studied on

the following dependent variables. For the univariate module, we assess the extent of deviation of

the a and p estimates derived from the error perturbed data sets compared against their true

values, as well as the significance statistics associated with those parameters estimates, since here

too, the truth is known precisely. For the multivariate module, we compare the estimates and

significance levels for the guk2 and w- klm1k2 parameters. Each parameter is estimated on a single

degree of freedom, so we can focus on the (0,0) element in each parameter structure: e.g.,

ai*=0,k=0

Due to the statistical power created by the huge sample sizes (i.e., 1000 observations in

each condition), all of the effects are highly significant. Thus we focus on the comparison of

means and graphs of confidence intervals.

Results of The Univariate Module. Figure 1 represents the means and 95% confidence

intervals associated with the a estimates under the varying measurement quality conditions for

sample sizes of 30, 90 and 270 dyads, respectively. The point for P cc =1.00, for which

a=-0.64849, as per Table 1, is an anchor for interpreting the plots. Each of these graphs

demonstrates that as measurement quality deteriorates (i.e., as P. moves from 1.00 to 0.50), the

mean value of the a parameter approaches zero, a finding consistent with proposition 1. As

sample size increases (i.e., 30 to 90 to 270), the standard errors decrease as evidenced by the

shrinking confidence intervals represented across the figures, a finding consistent with proposition

3. Within sample size condition, confidence intervals remain fairly constant across P.

---Insert Figure 1 about here---

The nature of deviation is non-linear, with the largest incremental impact from P.=1.00 to

P.=0.95 and the smallest from P ec =0.55 to P.=0.50, indicating that an identical increase in

measurement quality will have a more substantial positive effect on the attainment of an accurate

=-.64849 from Table 1, Au =0.k2.0 =.59597 from Table 3.
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parameter structure when P„ is already high. The log-linear nature of the dyadic model may

contribute to the shape of the function.

The mean p-values and their confidence intervals on the a estimates are presented in Figure

2. All three plots show that as measurement quality decreases, the p-values begin to cover the

range from 0.00 to 1.00, with a resultant mean of 0.50, consistent with proposition 2. The rate at

which the confidence interval increases as P. decreases is mediated by sample size, occuring most

quickly for the smallest sample size, as might be expected.

--Insert Figure 2 about here---

Figure 3 presents the results for p. These graphs concur that as measurement quality

deteriorates, the mean value of the parameter approaches zero, and as sample size increases, the

standard errors decrease.12

—Insert Figure 3 about here---

Regarding the significance tests for p, as expected, standard errors are greater with small

samples, in each of the P. conditions, illustrated in Figure 4. The confidence intervals increase to

cover the [0,1] range as P. decreases, but they do so more slowly than had been observed for a.

This result is probably best explained by the fact that the absolute magnitude of the (true) p's was

larger than that of the a's, indicating that the pattern of reciprocity in the data is relatively more

pronounced than the pattern of expansiveness, thus any data degeneracies should presumably wash-

out the least prominent patterns in the data first. This explanation is consistent with the patterns in

Figures 2 and 4.

—Insert Figure 4 about here---

Results of the Multivariate Module: The A Parameter. Figure 5 presents the results for g

12There is one strange result in Figure 3 in the plot for 30 dyads. The standard errors are largely constant over
P„„ except there is a somewhat larger confidence interval for P c.=0.65. This greater variance was driven by a small
number of observations where the estimate of p was relatively large. The effect is most likely simply due to the
probabilistic occurence of a few extreme observations (1.8%) in the presence of small samples--note that for sample
sizes of 90 and 270, the heterogeneity in the standard errors does not occur.
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for 90 dyads (the confidence intervals are wider for 30 dyads and narrower for 270).' In Figure

5, each of the graphs corresponds to a different P. condition for the second relational tie, and the

series within each graph represent the effects of P. for the first tie. As witnessed in the univariate

module, sample size increases shrink widths of confidence intervals. Within sample size

conditions, confidence intervals remain fairly constant, with some heterogeneity for 30 dyads.

The striking feature of these plots is the apparent additivity—as either relational tie gets

denigrated, the parameter estimate goes to zero, more rapidly with low P.'s on both relations.

However, measurement quality does not appear to be wholly compensatory; i.e., if P„=0.5 for

either relation then A will be approximately zero regardless of the quality of the other tie, a finding

consistent with proposition 1.

In addition, the rate at which the A parameters approach zero appears to be mediated by an

interaction between P. and each relational tie (as per proposition 4). As anticipated, the fact that

the K1 margins are equal and the K2 margins are not drives the different effect of measurement

quality with a greater sensitivity on the second relational tie.' A reduction in measurement

quality drives unequal proportions toward equality by favoring re-classification of observations

from the larger proportion to the smaller.

--Insert Figure 5 about here---

The CO Parameter. We also investigated the multivariate co's across the experimental

conditions. The standard errors vary in a fashion similar to the other parameters, namely smaller

and more homogeneous variances are associated with the larger sample sizes.

For w, a reduction in measurement quality for relational tie 1 has the greater impact on

parameter values, presumably because the first tie enters into the parameter both its actor and

131n the interest of saving space, we have chosen not to include figures for the remaining results, but we will
gladly make them available to the interested reader.

I4Specifically, K101(20 =17, K10K2 1 = 13, K1 iK2,3 = 16, K1,K2,=14, so K10 =K1,=30, K2,=33, and K2,=27.
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partner variables, k1 and ml , whereas the second relation is entered only once: cokim,k2 . This result

suggests that the strength of the co parameter will be dependent on the existence of a K1xM1

interaction—as it disappears due to a reduction in Pc, for relational tie 1, co drops off sharply.

Conversely, when the K1xM1 interaction remains intact and the P„ for relational tie 2 is

manipulated, the degradation of co is not as severe.

In sum, our results supported our propositions. As P„ approached 0.50 for a relational tie,

parameters tended toward zero, as per proposition 1, and the significance levels tended to span the

[0,11 range, as per proposition 2. As sample size increased from 30 to 270, the confidence

intervals decreased considerably, as per proposition 3. Finally, as expected by proposition 4,

measurement quality and the base rate of relational ties interact in their effect on the relationship

between the true and observed parameter.

IV. Application to Data on Corporate Partnerships

Having described the results of our Monte Carlo, we now apply the dyadic model to data

collected from the field. We demonstrate the simple two-step approach, incorporating Uebersax's

methods to derive probabilities of correct classification, P„, and the population prevalences, and

the subsequent dyadic results are interpreted in the context of the simulation findings. We first

describe the data.

Anderson and Narus (1990) studied business relationships between distributor and

manufacturer firms. Chief executives were mailed letters by an research foundation, and asked to

nominate a firm with whom they had a working partnership, and to name the highest level

executive at that firm. They were also asked to name the operational level manager with whom

they interacted most frequently, and they were asked to characterize these relationships. Two

informants from each side of 151 complete distributor-manufacturer dyads were obtained.

We focus on two relational constructs, for illustration. Manufacturers were asked their
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perspective on "dependence" (k, = "In your judgment the total costs to your company in switching

to a new distributor in your distributor's trade area would be {prohibitive or negligible}") and

distributors similarly (m). Manufacturers were also asked for their assessment of "influence"

(k2 = "Our company exerts {great or no} influence over the way your distributor handles and

markets our product line") and distributors were also surveyed (m2). Thus, for each relational

construct, dependence and influence, there are two informants on the i side of the dyad, and two

on the j side, each commenting on their perception of k1 or 171 1 (for the construct of influence) and

k2 or m2 (for dependence).15

We shall see now that the estimates of measurement qualitis (the P„'s) are quite

respectable. We estimated the reliability and validity of the ratings by using Uebersax's (1988)

methods. Scores for relational tie 1 (ki ,m2) are summarized into the vector no, nl , n2, n3 , n4, with

ni indicating the number of cases receiving exactly j out of the possible 4 positive ratings (1c1=1).

Maximum likelihood estimates were then derived for pl , p2, al and a2 , and the results are

presented in Table 4, along with the assessment of reasonable fit (p=0.3828). We use the

estimates to calculate the probability that k, and m 1 would be correctly classified if each case was

assigned a "0" or "1" based on the majority opinion of the four ratings of each case, P{X=1

u. � 3}.

The calculation for the dependence relation is P.=0.81657. The dependence ratings are

thus transformed according to an 81.66% accuracy. Previously we had suggested an analogy

between P. and coefficient a, and if indeed more empirical exploration proves the analogy useful,

81.66% accuracy would seem high indeed for field data obtained from two firms.

Table 4 also contains the results on the influence relation. The estimates also provide a

good characterization for these data (p=0.7796). The probability of correct classification of k2 and

o enhance item reliabilities, each informant made judgments on two items, the scores were averaged, and
then dichotomized.
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m2 is: P.=0.8778, or an 87.78% accuracy. These quality levels observed for both relational ties

are fairly high (much nearer Pc.=1.0 than 0.5), and given the results from the Monte Carlo, we

might suspect the "true" population parameters will be fairly close to the estimates we obtain.

—Insert Table 4 about here---

Note too that the prevalence of latent categories k=1 and k=0 differ considerably between

the dependence and influence relational ties. For the dependence relational ties, 69% are expected

to be null and 31% are expected to be tied (k=1). The base rates for the influence ties are

expected to be more balanced (i.e., 52% and 48%). Based on the simulated multivariate results,

we should suspect that parameters based on the dependence relation will be more susceptible to the

effects of measurement quality.

With the two relational ties having classifications based on 0.82 and 0.88 accuracies, the

dyadic model is now applied to the 151 dyads.' We begin by fitting the univariate dyadic model

(1) to each relation. The results are provided in Table 5. The only parameter approaching

marginal significance is the p for dependence, and it suggests a symmetric pattern for these dyads,

which would indicate agreement from both sides of the dyad regarding the extent of the

manufacturer's (i) dependence on the distributor (j).

We might question why none of the univariate effects fitted thus far are significant. We

had stated that the apparent quality of the dependence data was reasonably strong (P.=0.82). In

addition, the sample size is fairly large. There were complete data from 151 dyads which falls

between the larger sample sizes investigated in the simulation (90 and 270). It would be

appropriate to compare our empirical corporate alliance data then to the results for the 90 dyads in

the simulation study, to be conservative (just as when using significance tables that do not contain

16There is no theoretical classification variable available in these data to group these actors, so actors were
randomly assigned to an r classification, to simulate an aggregate array. Of course, this means that we would not
expect to see any significant or interpretable effect for the a's or O's in the dyadic model. However, this step keeps
the example close to the conditions represented by the Monte Carlo experiments. Had subgrouping data existed we
would have used them.
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the precise requisite degrees of freedom). We scan Figures 3 and 4, those for the parameter p,

and focus on the middle points, for 90 dyads, and see that for P.=.8, our data should have had

the power to detect an effect as significant, had the effect itself been present in the population.

Thus, we probably cannot attribute the lack of p's significance to power; it is more

plausible that the true effect is itself weak, i.e., statistically nonexistent, in the population structure

of the data. Nevertheless, given the earlier observation of the unbalancedness of the dependence

ties' margins, and our demonstration of the implications regarding base rates and sensitivity to

measurement quality, an improvement to the admittedly fairly high P. would enhance the clarity of

the parameter. Clearly for dyadic data too, it pays to have data of as high quality as possible.

--Insert Table 5 about here--

Next we fit the multivariate model to the dependence and influence ties together, and the

results appear at the bottom of Table 5. The Oki= parameter (multivariate exchange) is significant,

and positive, which suggests that ties of dependence will be reciprocated with ties of influence (an

actor dependent upon a partner is influenced by that partner). Them parameter is close to

marginal significance (p =0.1123), suggesting a slight tendency for mutuality on the dyadic

perspectives of the dependence relation and asymmetries on the influence relation. Such a result

would not be at all uncommon between manufacturer-distributor dyads, in which one party was

trying to assert itself over the other for desired outcomes.

The co is not significant effect though, and perhaps an enhanced P„ on the dependence tie,

given the simulation study results showing the synergistic impact of K1 and M1 on deteriorating

(Amnia, would have yielded greater power. That is, given that two of the three subscripts on al tap

the dependence construct, it would improve the chances of obtaining significant estimates had those

indicators been even more reliable. Nevertheless, we must again acknowledge that these data

appear fairly clean, given their relatively high P.'s.

In sum, we have demonstrated the application of the dyadic model to data on manufacturer-
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distributor relationships. We used our two-step approach, beginning with Uebersax's means of

assessing the measurement quality associated with the reported relational data. We were then

better informed about the quality of the data before proceeding to fit the dyadic models. Results of

the dyadic models were then interpretable more confidently knowing that the power levels of the

data were reasonable, as per the simulation studies, e.g., strong data quality and large sample size.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we have explored and extended an approach to modeling dyadic interactions

in a new direction. Psychologists have a strong tradition of being concerned with the measurement

quality of data (e.g., reliability, validity, inter-rater agreement), but unfortunately these issues had

previously received little attention in dyadic modeling. This research was intended to begin to fill

this void.

We began by describing the model for dyadic interactions, and we proceeded to offer two

approaches to incorporating measurement error, both in a simultaneous estimation procedure and in

a two-step format. We presented a simulation study to interpret the meaning of P c. indices and

their impact on parameters. Finally, we illustrated the methods on real dyadic data.

Our findings suggest a number of key issues for consideration by the researcher in applying

dyadic models. First, we have shown the importance of assessing the measurement quality of the

data themselves (i.e., P.). If this probability is calculated to be low then the researcher should

expect little power in the detection of effects when actually conducting the dyadic modeling. The

lack of power can of course be compensated somewhat by increasing sample size, although we

have shown that even with a sample of 270 dyads, poor measurement quality still has a detrimental

impact on parameters. Conversely, with high measurement quality, the researcher can conduct the

study on fewer dyads, perhaps even only 30.

The concomitant presence of highly unequal population prevalences and poor measurement
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quality is likely to have an even more pronounced effect on the ability of the researcher to

correctly detect the presence of true relational effects. Given that population prevalences cannot be

manipulated by the researcher and the researcher has done everything possible to ensure high

reliability and a large sample size, researchers should consider this phenomenon as a potential

threat to the validity of conclusions in their analysis depending on the extent of its empirical

presence.

We would greatly encourage the routine use of P„ in reports on dyadic modeling. Rarely

are multi-item indices reported in the journals for personality assessments, or even dependent

variables in experimentation, without reporting the instruments' coefficient alphas. In like manner,

we have argued that relational ties are also measured with some element of error, and the quality

of measurement should be considered in the interpretation of the dyadic models. We have begun

to address our two primary questions regarding the assessment of the measurement quality (e.g., as

per the P„ index) and its likely impact on the interpretability of the dyadic parameters, e.g., some

robustness is found for high P„ and large sample sizes, as per the simulation study we presented.

In conclusion, this research was intended to begin to investigate measurement issues in the

performance of a class of dyadic models. This pursuit is important both from the perspective of

developing a rigorous scientific methodology for the study of interdependent relational phenomena,

and from the perspective of increasing the researcher's propensity to adopt the dyadic methods.

That is, the integration of measurement and dyadic models is important for both theoretical and

practical reasons.

Several directions for future research might be explored. It would be useful to further

develop the Bayesian methods that have been proposed for discrete relational data to improve the

parameter estimates even more in the face of (now better) known measurement properties

(Uebersax, 1988; Wong, 1987). It would also be important to examine the performance of dyadic

models on non-binary or continuous data. Estimates of P„ may serve as initial power indices,
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helpful in determining requisite sample sizes. Future research should also pursue the consequential

impact of measurement issues on dyadic parameters when those parameter estimates are used in

still further subsequent modeling (e.g., regression). Certainly there are questions left unanswered,

but we believe we have begun an important new direction in dyadic modeling.
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Table 1

The Univariate Module Error-Free Dyadic Data and Parameters

The Data:	 f=0	 j=1

m=0 m=1 m=0 m=1

/ 11=0 k=0	 4	 1	 4	 0

k=1	 1	 4	 12 4

i*=1 k=0	 4	 12	 4	 1

k=1	 0	 4	 1	 4

The Baseline Parameters and Significance Tests in Applying Model (1)

Parameters:

a's:	 k=0	 k=1,	 p's:	 m=0	 m=1 

i`=1 -.64849	 .64849	 k=0 .73638 -.73638

i'=2	 .64849 -.64849	 k=1 -.73638	 .73638

Fit Statistics:

#dyads AG2	 p-value,

Testing a's:	 30	 10.81	 0.00101

90	 32.44	 0.00003

270 97.33	 0.00000

Testing p's:	 30	 5.73	 0.01671

90	 17.18	 0.00000

270 51.54	 0.00000



Table 2

Simulation Procedure

1. Set up contingency table and marginals according to data set type and
full model specification

4

2. Read in true data set

4

3. Add error via P. to each observation
For univariate module: add error to relational tie 1

For multivariate module: add errors to relational ties 1 and 2

4

4. Classify modified observations into data array

4

5. Fit dyadic model with all parameters

4

6. Calculate parameter values for the full model

4,

7. Fit restricted dyadic models

4

8. Calculate G 2 and AG' for each restricted model

4

1

	
9. Write out results

4

I 10. Complete steps 3 to 9 1000 times for each experimental condition.



Table 3

The Multivariate Module Error-Free Dyadic Data and Parameters

The Data: je=0

m1=0 m1=1 m1=0

je=1

m1=1

m2=0 m2=1 m2=0 m2=1 m2=0 m2=1 m2=0 m2=1

r=0 kl=0 k2=0 2 0 0 1 2 2 0 1

k2=1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0

kl=1 k2=0 0 0 2 0 1 1 3 2

k2=1 1 1 0 2 1 4 0 0

i s=1 k1=0 k2=0 2 0 1 1 4 0 0 1

k2=1 2 1 1 4 0 0 0 1

k1=1 k2=0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 0

k2=1 1 0 2 0 1 1 0 0

Baseline Parameters and Significance Tests in Applying Model (13)

Parameters:

Aula's:	 k2=0	 k2=1	 cpum2' s : 	 m2=0	 m2=1,

kl=0	 .59597 -.59597 kl=0 -.71626 .71626

kl=1 -.59597 .59597 kl=1	 .71626 -.71626

Cliklm1k2 ' S : k2=0 k2=1

m1=0 m1=1 m1=0 m1=1

k1=0 .37137 -.37137 -.37137 .37137

k1=1 -.37137 .37137 .37137 -.37137



Fit Statistics:

Testing Auklis:

Table 3 continued

(dyads 4G2	p-value

30	 7.17	 0.00740

90	 21.52	 0.00000

270 64.56	 0.00000

Testing (Pura's:

30	 9.95	 0.00161

90	 29.84	 0.00000

	

270 89.53	 0.00000

Testing coimmis:

30	 8.54	 0.00348

90	 25.62	 0.00000

	

270 76.85	 0.00000



Table 4

Application of the Uebersax (1988) Probability Model

to the Manufacturer-Distributor Data

lq =

/32 =

al =

a2 =

Frequencies

"Dependence"

(n)	 Obs	 Expected

no	 57	 53.71

n 1 	 83	 90.69

n2 	 78	 71.30

n3 	 50	 53.48

n4 	 34	 32.82

0.2891	 G2 = 1.754

0.7623	 p-value = 0.3828

0.6925	 d.f. = 1

0.3075

"Influence"

Obs	 Expected

34	 33.10

65	 67.13

71	 68.94

73	 74.30

59	 58.53

pi = 0.3242

1D2 = 0.7916

a l = 0.5211

a2 = 0.4789

G2 = 0.180

p-value =

d.f.	 = 1

0.7796



Table 5

Application of the Dyadic Models to the Manufacturer-Distributor Data

Univariate Dyadic Results

Dependence	 Influence

Parameter Estimate AG2 p-value	 Estimate AG2	p-value

a	 -0.030 0.217 0.6411 -0.047 0.662 0.4160

$	 0.007 0.012 0.9121	 0.006 0.012 0.9117

P	 0.131 1.765 0.1840	 0.004 0.002 0.9658

AL 0.036 1.240 0.2645

0 0.111 5.200 0.0226

w 0.112 2.520 0.1123

Multivariate Dyadic Results

AG2Parameter Estimate	 p-value



Figure 1
Univariate Module Monte Carlo Results for a:

Means and 95% Confidence Intervals
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Figure 2
Univariate Results for p-values for a:
Means and 95% Confidence Intervals
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Figure 3
Univariate Results for p:

Means and 95% Confidence Intervals
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Univariate Results for p-values for p:
Means and 95% Confidence Intervals
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